
Finish Forward Dogs presents... 

  Pack to Basics™ Advanced Socialization Solutions
 with Chad Mackin! 

When:     Saturday April 26th & Sunday April 27th, 2014
Where:    Finish Forward Dogs Inc., 30 Spring Hill Rd., Saco, ME 04072
Contact:  Jay Jack, Shannan Nutting, and Amanda Buckner 207-251-2296
Time:      9:00 am - 4:00 pm (Both days, may run slightly longer.)

Fee:        $349 per person/dog 
*All spaces are on a first-come-first-serve basis, and space is limited.  
To guarantee your space, please mail your payment by March 1, 2014.

A system that builds dogs’ social skills to balance their lives...

The key to Pack To Basics is to use the dogs' naturally strong social behavior to reduce stress and 
fear; build confidence and language skills, allowing for many common behavior problems to slip 
away. This is an approach like none other! No punishment and no traditional training is needed to 
radically improve a dog’s behavior in and out of the home.

Dog aggression? Reduced or resolved in a couple of hours in many cases.

Rambunctiousness? Dogs quickly learn to moderate their own behavior.

Excess energy? Drain your dog of the frustration that causes destructive chewing, anxiety and 
much more.

Pack to Basics is a comprehensive approach to canine socialization, specifically geared towards dogs with known socialization 
issues. It includes everything from the initial evaluation to pre-training dogs before they can enter the social arena and preparing 
the questionable dogs to safely enter the socialization classes.

Pack to Basics is an advanced socialization process that focuses on the dogs that are typically excluded from doggie daycares and 
other socialization venues. Because of this fact, Pack to Basics offers us an opportunity to help dogs that otherwise might not be 
able to ever run with other dogs.

Our Pack to Basics classes are revolutionary in their approach and in their results. By allowing dogs with difficulties getting along 
with other dogs to interact with the right kinds of dogs, they learn not merely to control their aggressive behavior, but to actually 
enjoy getting along with other dogs.

The two day Pack to Basics workshop is a fun and informative workshop designed to enable dog trainers to share the benefits of 
Pack to Basics socialization with their clients and their dogs.

Pack to Basics is a unique system for socializing dogs who otherwise might not be allowed to socialize in dog parks and doggie 
daycares because of anti-social tendencies. We have seen amazing results in hundreds of dogs who have been labeled dog 
aggressive or dangerous by other dog professionals.



Included in your Pack To Basics Workshop:
• The causes of aggression, the number one reason dogs fight, and how to quickly stop a dog fight.
• How to recognize true dog aggression versus bad manners and poor social skills. 
• How to evaluate dogs, and their owners prior to the class. 
• How to prepare dogs and clients who need some work before socializing. 
• How to safely run a class, and how to recognize trouble brewing before it becomes trouble. 
• When to let things go and when to step in, as well as how to safely step in. 

We use a combination of videos, live demonstrations, active socialization sessions, and discussion to reach all students.
While the workshop is designed for dog professionals, many dog owners have attended these workshops over the years and all 
have learned a lot and had a great time. Running Pack to Basics classes is the most valuable thing I offer my clients and it allows 
me to quickly solve problems other trainers take months or even years to solve.

What is Pack to Basics? Pack to Basics is the best answer to the socialization question. It is more than merely letting the dogs 
run together. It begins with proper evaluation of the dog, continues through pre-training dogs who aren't ready to socialize off 
leash, and finally it ends with safely socializing dogs who are ready. Workshop attendees can expect two informative days about 
dog aggression, canine body language, canine socialization. Each day will include lecture, practical work, and video presentations. 
Every workshop is different because the dogs at each workshop will be different.

Who should attend P2B workshops? P2B workshops are open to any adults who want to attend. While the workshops are 
geared for professionals, there is usually one or more dog owner attending who just wants to understand their dog better. The 
feedback from them is always positive. The program avoids a lot of jargon and instead relies on plain English to communicate ideas 
so people of all backgrounds can usually follow. However, the material is best-suited for those with dog experience.

Are you a dog trainer? Learn how to cure your clients problems quicker than ever before possible in a way that will be fun for 
your owners and their dogs. Bring clients back over, and over again into your business by offering occasional social classes. Your 
services will be so unique that you should expect more referral business than ever before.

Own or work at a Doggy Daycare? Learn how to evaluate dogs to determine who is safe to play and who is not. You’ll 
immediately benefit as you avoid damage to your clients’ dogs. By offering a solution for problematic dogs, you’ll turn unacceptable 
dogs into your customers...and those people will bring their friends. Also, bring your key staff members. Help them learn dog 
handling and dog safety rules for dogs at play. Keep your staff and your investment safer.

Are you a pet sitter or dog walker? Know what to look for when socializing dogs together in your environment or theirs. Make 
progress with dog behaviors that the average sitter or walker will never understand. You’ll become the “go to” professional in your 
location.

Can I bring a dog? Please do! While the workshop could be done without any dogs (we have enough videos to make up the 
difference) there is a real benefit to having dogs there for practical demonstrations and practice. Any kind of dog will be useful. 
Some dogs are not suitable for socialization sessions, but they are valuable for the workshop nonetheless because their evaluations 
are the most important. However, all dogs should be crate trained, attendees will need to provide their own crate.

Can I see video of what this all looks like? You can see a video at www.packtobasics.com. The focus of the video is a dog 
named Ringo who was in danger of being euthanized by Southeast Texas Lab Rescue because of his aggressive behavior towards 
other dogs. After a little less than two weeks we shot the video of Ringo running with a group of other dogs in an 2,000 square foot 
room.

Who is teaching the workshop? Chad Mackin will be teaching the workshop. Chad has been training dogs professionally since 
March of 1993. He developed Pack to Basics after being introduced to Large Field Socialization by Dick Russell. Chad immediately 
recognized the value in what was happening and set about finding a way to make it work in smaller spaces. Chad brought all his 
years of experience with difficult and aggressive dogs to the problem and over time Chad developed the program presented in 
workshops today. Chad is a former President of The International Association of Canine Professionals, as well as the current 
Director of Training for A+ Dog Obedience in Webster, TX. He has presented on Pack To Basics at the IACP Conference in Hutto TX, 
and at National K-9 school for dog trainers, as well as private facilities across the US and in Canada.
Please see his website for more information: www.PacktoBasics.com You can also join his on-line community at: 
www.facebook.com/Pack-to-Basics and www.twitter.com/PackToBasics
Will I receive a Certificate of Attendance? A Certificate of Attendance will be provided!
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Pack to Basics™ 2-Day Workshop 
with Chad Mackin

Thank you for you interest in attending this 2-day Pack to Basics™ Workshop. You will find the workshop both fun, and informative. 
More importantly, you will leave with a broader understanding of complexities (and simplicities) of dogs’ social behavior. You will be 
equipped with the ability to better read the body language of dogs, and determine the difference between healthy boundary setting 
and dangerous threatening behavior. Please provide us with some information so that we can get you signed up!

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________   Apt/Suite #:________________

City: __________________________________________    State: ______________    Zip: ________________________

Phone number: _______________________________    Email: ______________________________________________

Business Name: _________________________________________________  Years of experience: ________________

Are you bringing a dog?  __Yes   __No   Name: ______________ Breed: _____________  Age: ____  Sex: ___ S / N

What would you most like to get out of the workshop?______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

How did you learn of our workshops? ____________________________________________________________________

I understand and agree that dog socialization is inherently dangerous, and injuries to myself or to my dog, or to any dog I allow to 
participate can occur. I understand that Chad Mackin, Pack to Basics™, and the Host of this workshop will do everything they can to 
ensure that no harm will come to me and my pet, but they can make no guarantees. I also understand that not every dog brought to the 
workshop will be a viable candidate for the Pack To Basics™ program and I expect no guarantees that my dog, or a dog I bring will be 
allowed to participate in socialization sessions. I hereby agree to hold harmless Chad Mackin, Pack to Basics™, the host of this 
workshop and any agents working for any of these entities for any injuries, or death to my animal, an animal I bring, or to myself.

Printed Name: _________________________  Signature: __________________________ Date:_______

When:   Saturday April 26th & Sunday April 27th, 2014
Where:  30 Spring Hill Rd., Saco, ME 04072
Time:     9:00 am - 4:00 pm (Both days, may run slightly longer.)
Fee:       $349 per person/dog

To Register - Mail Check & Registration form to:
Finish Forward Dogs Inc.
30 Spring Hill Rd., Saco, ME 04072

For more information, please contact: 207-251-2296 or info@finishforwarddogs.com

*To guarantee your space please make your payment by March 1, 2014.
*Host may also accept credit card, and cash. Call to determine. 


